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Abstract—Multi-Processor System-on-Chips (MPSoCs) are
popular computational platforms for a wide variety of appli-
cations due to their energy efficiency and flexibility. Like many
other platforms they are vulnerable to Side Channel Attacks
(SCAs). In particular, Logical SCAs (LSCAs) are very powerful
as sensitive information can be retrieved by simply observing
system properties that depend on the victim’s software execution
on the MPSoC. Unfortunately, many of the current protection
mechanisms are either platform dependent or are effective only
against a reduced set of attacks. In this work, we present
Guard-NoC, a secure Network-on-Chip (NoC) architecture able
to protect MPSoCs against a wide variety of LSCAs. The secure
NoC employs three application-independent strategies to hide
and isolate sensitive information: i) blinding the execution time
of operations; ii) masking the execution time of operations; and
iii) dual communication strategy (i.e., use packet and circuit
switching simultaneously). Our results show that our secure
NoC is resilient against practical LSCAs and leaks almost no
information while having a minimal area and power overhead.

Index Terms—Network-on-Chip, Countermeasure, Side-
Channel Attack, Hardware Security

I. INTRODUCTION

Multi-Processors System-on-Chips (MPSoCs) play a major
role in many electronic devices such as servers, smartphones
and many other Internet-of-Things devices. The wide spread
adoption of MPSoCs in critical applications has turned them
into an interesting attack target. Attackers might exploit one
or more of the following main components of MPSoCs [1]:
node, communication, and interface. Each component present
vulnerabilities that can be used by the so-called side-channel
attacks (SCAs) [2]. SCAs are successful attack techniques
whose goal is to retrieve secret data by analyzing physi-
cal (e.g., power dissipation) or logical effects (e.g., timing)
produced during the normal operation of the system. Today,
logical SCAs (LSCAs) are a major threat in the semiconductor
industry as they can be performed completely in software, and
often remotely [3]. Besides, they are hardly detectable because
these attacks only observe the system’s behavior.

A great number of hardware and software countermeasures
have been proposed to avoid LSCAs in MPSoCs. With respect
to MPSoC node protection, most software countermeasures
have focused on the avoidance of timing leakage. In [4], the
authors modified an implementation of Advanced Encryption
System (AES) to hide the time behavior of cache misses.
In [5], the authors presented an instruction scheduler as part
of a compiler to prevent timing leakage of cache-dependent
operations. In [6], the authors proposed the concept of static
and dynamic software diversification to prevent timing and
access leakage. On a similar line of thought, the authors in [7]
added random permutations during AES encryption to mask
the cache access patterns. On the other hand, the hardware

countermeasures for node protection are based typically on
isolation strategies. In [8], the authors use cache partitioning
to dedicate (parts of) caches for secure computation. The in-
dustry further advanced this concept by creating secure zones,
also known as Trust Execution Environments (TEE), which
isolate the sensitive tasks completely; examples are Arm Trust
Zone [9], Intel SGX [10], and Sanctum (RISC-V distribution)
enclave [11]. Recently, the authors in [12] and [13] have used
machine learning techniques trained with high-performance
counters to detect a specific set of cache access attacks, while
the authors in [14] used attack models to build a lightweight
hardware detector. With respect to MPSoC communication,
only hardware solutions have been presented. In [15] and [16],
the authors proposed different protection mechanisms against
NoC timing attacks. The former one integrates Quality-of-
Service (QoS) mechanisms to isolate sensitive traffic, while
the latter one adds random arbitration of packet switching
and adaptive routing to mask the communication leakage.
In [17], the authors proposed an MPSoC with several security
mechanisms inside the NoC. Their NoC targets to secure the
communication of the system by having dynamic configuration
of secure zones, trusted routing, and some cryptographic
capabilities to the network interface. As they only focus on
communication, the nodes are still vulnerable to LSCAs. With
respect to the MPSoC interface, no logical attacks have been
reported so far. However, attacks on JTAG and test interfaces
of integrated circuits already were published in [18, 19]. The
above countermeasures against logical attacks targeting node
and communication clearly are limited. They either focus on
a subset of logical attacks and in addition are typically design
dependent or application dependent. Therefore, there is a clear
need for an efficient solution that is able to protect all parts
of an MPSoC against LSCAs.

In this paper, we propose to embed countermeasures for the
whole MPSoC in the communication infrastructure, referred to
Guard-NoC. The main contributions of the paper are:

• The design of a unique router which embeds blinding and
masking strategies in the network interface to protect the
nodes against processor and cache attacks.

• The usage of dual switching mode to protect the commu-
nication infrastructure against NoC timing attacks.

• The evaluation of the proposed NoC against popular
LSCAs in a hardware emulation platform (FPGA).

• Trade-off analysis considering performance and hardware
overheads when using Guard-NoC.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II presents in-
formation regarding NoCs and LSCAs. Section III introduces
Guard-NoC. Section IV presents the experiments and results.
Finally, Section V concludes this paper.
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II. BACKGROUND

In this section, we present background information regard-
ing Networks-on-Chips and Logical Side-channel attacks.

A. Network-on-Chip (NoC)
The NoC transmits packets between a source IP (which

injects the packet) and destination IP (which receives the
packet). Routers are used to move the packets through the
network. Each processing node communicates with a router
through a network interface (NI). The NI implements the
communication protocol and wraps information into packets
during sending and unwraps them during receiving. The intra-
chip communication has a tremendous impact on overall
system performance and area and power costs [20]. It has
a central role in the system, which makes the NoC also an
attractive component to implement security mechanisms. The
NoC comprises four main parameters [20]:

i) Topology, defines the way the routers are interconnected;
ii) Routing, specifies the routing of packets between a

sender (source) and a receiver (destination);
iii) Switching mode, defines the commutation of informa-

tion. There are two possible switching modes in an NoC,
circuit switching and packet switching. In circuit switching,
a dedicated path is created from the source node to the
destination node by pre-configuring all the routers in the
path before the packet injection to the NoC. All remaining
communication flows are unable to use the pre-defined route.
Resources can only be released when the information reaches
the destination. On the other hand, in packet switching, the
message transverses into small parts (defined as flits). Each
flit travels separately in the NoC, following the path of the
header. The routers configure the switches only when headers
pass. In this strategy, the paths are created on the fly during
the transmission, which results in less performance penalties;

iv) Flow control, synchronizes the transmissions between
routers.

In this work, we target to protect a NoC that uses mesh
topology, deterministic XY routing algorithm, dual switching
mode (packet and circuit switching), and handshake flow
control. The flit granularity is 32 bits. Our target NoC-based
MPSoC is shown in Fig. 1.

B. Logical Side-channel Attacks
Based on the leakage source, the authors in [21] classified

logical side-channel attacks into three types: a) timing; b)
access; and c) trace.

a) Timing Attacks: The authors in [22] pioneered in
1996 the concept of using different timing responses of
chip components to infer hidden information. Only in 2005,
Bernstein was able to perform a practical remote timing attack
on servers running AES [3]. An improvement of such an attack
was introduced by the authors in [23], the so-called cache
collision attack. The attacker manipulates the input message of
the encryption algorithm to force collisions of cache addresses
(cache hits) when the key hypothesis is correct. In [21], the
authors proposed a variation of this attack called differential
collision cache attack. It analyzes a pair of encryptions, where
the collision effects are exploited of the second run of each
pair. In addition to the cache, the floating point unit of the
processor has been targeted by timing attacks as presented
in [24]. With respect to communication, the authors in [15]

Fig. 1: Reference MPSoC Architecture.

and [16] proposed NoC attacks. NoC attacks are triggered by
an attacker injecting messages in the NoC. As the routers are
shared, the communication collisions between malicious and
sensitive traffic may reveal information of the system (e.g.,
component location, network topology) and application (e.g.,
communication affinity, transmission pattern, communication
volume). Recent work, like [25], has applied such technique
to realize a timing practical attack based on cache collision.

b) Access Attacks: At the moment, access attacks are
only applied to caches by observing the cache addresses used
by a sensitive operation of the victim. The first access attacks
were presented in [26]. Among them, the Prime+Probe attacks
are still popular today. These attacks consist of three steps:
i) Prime - attacker fills (parts of) the cache with data; ii)
attacker triggers a sensitive operation (e.g. encryption); and
iii) Probe - attacker reads the data written in the Prime
step and evaluates which addresses were used by the victim
based on the observation of cache misses. A limitation of
Prime+Probe is that it can only be successfully applied when
the attacker has good control of the addresses accessed in
the shared cache, which is not a realistic assumption for
all systems, such as virtualized platforms. To deal with this
limitation, new attacks were proposed where a lower degree
of cache control is required. Examples are Flush+Reload [27]
and Flush+Flush [28] attacks. In contrast to Prime+Probe,
these attacks perform the prime step by cleaning the data of
the cache rather than filling it with own data by e.g. using
the CLFLUSH instruction in x86 architectures. Regarding
communication attacks, in [29], the authors demonstrated that
it is possible to use an NoC timing attack to identify the end
time of each AES round, and subsequently, apply Prime+Probe
at the end of the first round to improve the attack considerably.

c) Trace Attacks: In trace attacks, an adversary obtains
a profile of the resource activity of the target platform and
deduce sensitive information from it, as described in [30]. This
information is most commonly collected by special monitors
inside the system like High Performance Counters. If the
MPSoC has well-established security policies, this attack is
not practical, and hence not considered in this work.

III. GUARD-NOC

Guard-NoC is a secure NoC against LSCAs. In this section
we motivate the use of a secure NoC as a protection for
an MPSoC, followed by the threat model adopted in this



paper. Thereafter, we describe the proposed NoC architecture.
Finally, the protection mechanisms are described.

A. Motivation
The Network-on-Chip is a central component of an MPSoC

architecture which handles all communication between the
nodes. MPSoCs usually integrate security features such as
cryptographic hardware cores for supporting confidentiality
and authentication services. However, during the operation of
a cryptographic core (trusted element), the secret key may
passively be revealed through LSCA. In case an MPSoC
application secures data by using the embedded cryptographic
core, both plaintext and ciphertext information is exchanged
through the NoC. Depending on the type of security function,
part of the execution of the cryptographic task (e.g., an
AES encryption) will use the NoC to accesses some valuable
information stored in the main memory (e.g., S-Box data).
In summary, the NoC is part of critical operations in the
system, from memory accesses by the elements to specialized
service requests/responses. Therefore, this work proposes an
NoC architecture that affects the relation between nodes to
hide potential timing leakages. We achieve this by applying
blinding and masking countermeasures in the router. In ad-
dition, we adopt dual switching to avoid attackers infering
timing information. In the following subsections, we provide
more details.

B. Threat Model
Guard-NoC considers the following threat model:
• There are trusted and non-trusted nodes in the system.
• Trusted nodes run inside a secure zone and have their own

isolated local resources (similar to ARM Trust zone [9]).
IPs 8, 9, 12 and 13 are used as trusted nodes (see Fig. 1),
but in general any other mapping is possible.

• Sensitive applications are only executed on trusted nodes.
Oppositely, external applications can only run on non-
trusted nodes, as they may contain malicious intentions.

• The last level cache is shared between the trusted and
non-trusted nodes and is the gateway to the main memory
of the system. Our target platform has level 2 as last level.

• System monitors and debug information contain sensitive
and therefore can only be accessed by trusted nodes.

C. Hardware Architecture
Fig. 1 shows the MPSoC platform considered in this paper.

It consists of 16 nodes interconnected by a 4x4 grid of routers.
Of those nodes, 14 contain a RISC-V processor (RI5CY core
from Pulpino platform [31]), one shared L2 cache (node
IP 0) and one UART for external communication (node IP
3). The NoC configuration follows the description given in
subsection II-A, with the only difference that Guard-NoC
routers can handle both circuit and packet switching (i.e.,
dual switching). In addition, they include an extra component
responsible for the security of the nodes called Obfuscation
Function (see Fig. 2).

D. Protecting Nodes
The protection of the nodes is provided by the obfuscation

module block which is shown in more details in Fig. 2. It is a
dedicated hardware unit that is included between the network
interface and local input channel (IC local) of each router

Fig. 2: Obfuscation Module.

that obfuscates the timing. By altering the delay of pack-
ets, different timing behavior of cache memories, hardware
accelerators or even applications running in processors will
be observed by the attacker, making the attacks much harder.
The obfuscation module has two strategies, which are blinding
and the masking. Blinding focuses on mitigating the leakage
behavior, while masking aims to hide it by adding random
noise. Each strategy is described in more details next.

1) Blinding Strategy: The blinding strategy manipulates the
response time of the node and tries to make this constant.
We propose three blinding techniques referred to as average,
bucket [32], and worst-case.
Average Blinding: This technique averages the response time
of the previous four responses (See t1 till t4 in Fig. 2). This
blinding strategy is composed of three phases: i) Initialization:
during this phase, an incoming packet asks for a service
identified by signal valid o (i.e., valid o signal is high at local
output channel of the router). This operation triggers the start
of a counter and forward the request to the node. ii) Update:
the response packet is ready to transmit when the encryption
is completed, i.e., valid ip from network interface is high. The
value of the counter will be stored and a new average response
time will be calculated based on the last 4 services, which are
the last four encryptions for this node. iii) Wait+Release: When
the counter reaches the average time the packet is released to
the network and the counter is reset, with the exception when
the operation time is higher than the average.
Bucket Blinding: Bucket blinding was initially proposed by
Kopf et al. in [32], but only a theoretical model has been
presented. Our solution is the first practical implementation
of such strategy. It defines a set of fixed time responses and
selects one as actual response time. For example, if eight
buckets are defined, the time behavior will vary only between
these eight possibilities. The drawback of this method is that
designers must know in advance which applications will run
on the node to have meaningful bucket values.
Worst-case Blinding: This method uses the worst case timing
as a fixed response time. Each time an encryption takes
longer than the worst execution time, the network interface
will update this as the new worst-case time. For applications
where the worst and best case timings are close, it can be an
interesting alternative.

2) Masking Strategy: The masking countermeasure delays
the responses by a random amount of time and hence can be
seen a noise source. One of the best sources to achieve ran-
domness is to use True Random Number Generators [33]. Due
to its high cost, we rather propose the usage of pseudo-random
generators in hardware. These pseudo-random algorithms can
be implemented by a Linear Feedback Shift Register (LFSR).
An LFSR circuit is composed of a cyclic shift register and



exclusive-or operations, as shown in the masking module in
Fig. 2. The masking strategy works in a similar way as the
blinding strategy, but without the initialization phase. During
the update phase, a random value is generated by computing
the XOR of the outputs of two LFSRs (i.e., LFSR1 and LFSR2
in the Fig. 2). Two LFSRs increases the period of the generated
random numbers as described in [34]. Based on the desired
amount of noise, only parts of the LFSR bits are used. Once
the counter that is activated in the update phase reaches the
generated random value, the packet will be released into the
network ending the Wait+Release phase.

E. Protecting the Communication
Communication attacks are prevented in Guard-NoC by

the usage of different switching mechanism. Although dual
switching has been previously used in NoCs to achieve a
high throughput [35], the usage of this technique for security
purposes is novel. The idea is to use packet switching for
secure packets and circuit switching for common packets.
Secure packets are required when a node inside the Secure
Zone communicates to a node outside this zone. In packet
switching, the message is divided in flits (small parts) and
transmitted independently router by router. Hence, this traffic
has a minimal impact on traffic generated by other nodes in
the NoC. On the other hand, circuit switching configures the
network in such a way that the whole message is transmitted
at once; therefore, it needs to reserve all the routers on the
communication path upfront. The fine grained information
transmitted in packet switching mode allows the attacker
to understand precisely when traffic is passing through the
local router. Consequently, by forcing attackers to use circuit
switching this can be prevented. Overall, circuit switching
affects performance-wise the remaining traffic much more, but
security-wise it makes it much harder for the attacker to get
any timing related information.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

This section describes the experiment setup and evaluates
the security, performance and hardware overhead.

A. Setup
The platform used in the experiments is based on the

MPSoC architecture presented in Fig. 1. It integrates a memory
node (IP0), an UART interface (IP3) and fourteen processing
nodes, each consisting of a RISC-V processor and a private 8
kB direct-mapped cache with 4 bytes cache lines. Processing
node IP13 executes a software implementation of the AES
encryption algorithm (i.e., T-table AES). The shared L2 cache
located at node IP0 is a 16-way 256kB set-associative cache
with a line size of 16 bytes. All these nodes are interconnected
though a mesh-based 4×4 NoC. All security and performance
evaluations were obtained through RTL simulations, while the
hardware costs were obtained by synthesizing the designs with
Cadence Design System tools (i.e, Genus Synthesizer) using
65 nanometer technology. Three different types of attacks were
used to analyze the efficiency of Guard-NoC under different
countermeasures. The rank analysis is the chosen metric for
comparison, which evaluates how far is the guessed key from
the correct key. According to the security policies presented
in the subsection III-C, malicious applications can not run in
trusted nodes where secret information resides. An attacker,

however, may attack the services that are provided by these
trusted elements instead. Therefore, we provide three attack
use cases. For the sake of brevity, we describe one attack use
case for each LSCA type:
Case 1 - Node-based Attack for Processors (Timing Attack
of Bernstein): IP 1 requests encryption services from IP 13
and records the execution time of each encryption. IP 13 takes
different times to compute AES when different inputs are
applied because it uses look-up tables stored in memory. As
the L1 cache memory is not large enough to store the AES T-
tables completely, IP 13 exchanges messages with the shared
cache L2 located at IP 0. IP 1 can observe the impact of the
memory hierarchy on the overall encryption time. Hence, the
adversary can perform Bernstein‘s attack [3]. We selected this
attack to represent timing attacks as most timing attacks are
derived from this one. As the victim in this case 1 is processor
IP 13, the blinding and masking evaluations considers the
protection on its router.
Case 2 - Node-based Attack for Caches (Access Attack
Prime+Probe): IP 1 requests encryption services from IP 13.
Before any request, an array with enough size to fill completely
the set of cache L2 (IP 0) is read by IP 1 to prepare the cache,
known as prime phase. After the encryption is finished by node
IP 13, the same array is read again, and the time to access each
L2 cache address is observed. In case the response time is slow,
i.e., a cache miss occurred, the attacker knows that the memory
position was used by the encryption algorithm on IP 13. This
process is repeated until enough information is collected to
successfully get the key. The Prime+Probe attack requires that
an attacker has many privileges in the system. Therefore, if
this attack does not succeed due to our countermeasures, other
attacks like Flush+Reload [36] or Flush+Flush [28] will also
likely fail as they target more restricted environments (i.e.
less privilege such as virtualized machines). As the victim in
this case 2 is the cache L2 (IP 0), the blinding and masking
evaluations considers the protection on its router.
Case 3 - Communication-based Attack for NoCs (NoC
Timing Attack): IP 1 requests encryption services from IP 13.
Meanwhile, IP 1 starts injecting dummy packets to IP 5 and
monitors the transmission delay. Since there is an interaction
between the shared cache L2 (IP 0) and the crypto-processor
(IP 13), a delay in the transmission can be observed by the
attacker when the shared cache replies (i.e. send the data asked
by IP 13). This provides the attacker additional information
(such as the duration of each encryption round).

B. Security Evaluation

In this experiment, we analyze the security of the MPSoC
for blinding, masking and dual switching schemes.

1) Blinding Analysis: Here, we evaluate the three blind-
ing strategies. They are average, bucket, and worst-case. As
blinding focuses only on protecting the nodes, only attack
cases 1 and 2 are considered. Fig. 3(a) shows the results
of blinding for the first attack case, i.e., the timing attack
of Bernstein. The graph compares the rank evolution of the
unprotected (grey line) against each countermeasure (colored
lines). In the unprotected scenario, the rank decreases as more
traces are provided. This means that the attacker is getting
closer to guessing the correct key. However, for the bucket
and worst-case blinding strategies the rank evolution results
are not conclusive. The countermeasures can be considered



(a) Blinding

(b) Masking

Fig. 3: Key-rank analysis of Bernstein attack.

secure although their ranking analysis indicate that an attack
may be theoretically possible (i.e., smooth decrease in the
curves). In particular, the average blinding represents the
weakest protection, as the key rank converges to a very low
value; although it did not reach 1 it can be brute-forced.

Similarly, Fig. 4(a) shows the results of blinding for the
second attack case, i.e., the Prime+Probe access attack. In
this case, the attacker eliminates candidates after each en-
cryption performed, and hence the key rank decreases much
faster. However, since the countermeasures lead to misinter-
pretation by the attacker regarding the used cache lines, the
Prime+Probe methodology can fail and the attacker could
completely ignore the correct key. When this happened in the
experiments, we restarted the processes starting from a rank of
255. The average blinding countermeasure was unsuccessful
in avoiding the attack; it only made it harder when compared to
the unprotected case. The other two countermeasures were able
to successfully prevent the attack. The bucket countermeasure
confuses the attacker in deciding which accesses resulted in
cache misses and hits. As a result, the analysis restarted several
times. In the worst-case blinding, all accesses were observed
as cache misses and hence could not be used in the attack.
Therefore, we can conclude that the bucket and worst-case
countermeasures can fully prevent Prime+Probe attacks, while
the average countermeasure only makes the attack harder.

2) Masking Analysis: Fig 3(b) shows the rank analysis of
Bernstein’s attack for three different masking configurations;
they are 13-bit, 14-bit, and 15-bit. The masking strategy
was only able to protect against the masking of 14 or 15
bits. Comparing with blinding, masking is a more powerful
protection, but requires a high amount of noise to work
properly. Hence, it will affect the overall performance more.

Fig 4(b) presents the rank analysis of all masking variations
for attack case 2 (prime+probe). We evaluate the masking with
lower values based on 6, 7, or 8 bits random noise. Similarly

(a) Blinding

(b) Masking

Fig. 4: Key-rank analysis of Prime+Probe attack.

as observed for attack case 1, the randomization causes many
difficulties to the attacker. The three options resulted in several
restart operations in the Prime+Probe analysis. The portions
of the graph where the rank is low, do not represent a threat.
The attacker never knows when he is close to the result and
when a false positive is reached. Therefore, we can conclude
that the three solutions are secure and prevent Prime+Probe
attacks. It is difficult to conclude if the smaller version (6-bit)
is secure enough when compared to the other two options.

3) Dual-switching Analysis: The third attack case, i.e., the
communication-based NoC attack, evaluates the countermea-
sure that protects the communication. In this attack scenario,
the attacker performs an NoC timing attack to understand the
communication behaviour (i.e., when accesses occur) between
the secure node performing AES encryptions and the shared
cache L2. Our tests on the unprotected NoC revealed that
the attacker has a 100% accuracy in guessing when the
accesses took place in a controlled environment (i.e., no other
background traffic is used as this causing noise to the mea-
surements). When background traffic is considered (i.e., 5% of
the bandwidth used by third-party traffic in the attacked path),
the attacker accuracy reduced to 45%. However, the work in
[29] stated that an accuracy of at least 25% is enough to
perform some logical attack successfully. The tests on Guard-
NoC showed a drop in the accuracy to only 1% in a controlled
environment. Therefore, Guard-NoC successfully avoids NoC
timing attack by using the dual-switching countermeasure.

C. Performance and hardware overheads
Table I presents the performance, hardware area and power

overhead of the countermeasures. We analyzed the perfor-
mance overhead of all countermeasures using AES-128. These
results, in addition to the security evaluation results, could be
used by a designer to evaluate the best trade-off between se-
curity and performance/area/power. The performance overhead



TABLE I: Evaluation of Guard-NoC Countermeasures.

Performance Overhead
Countermeasure AES encryption Countermeasure AES encryption

Blinding
Average 2.77%

Masking
13-bit 6.7%

Bucket 4.25% 14-bit 13.45%
Worst-case 12.61% 15-bit 26.94%

Hardware Overhead
Component Area Power

Guard-NoC Router 16% 18%
MPSoC with Guard-NoC 0.8% 0.9%

of the blinding schemes is marginal, except for the worst-case
blinding countermeasure. However, this 12.6% overhead is still
reasonable. The performance overhead of the masking depends
on the size of the random noise source. However, as 14-bit (see
previous subsections) is sufficient also the overhead of 13.45%
is very acceptable. The area overhead is marginal as well and is
calculated by adding the extra area of the obfuscation module
to the router (see Figures 4 and 5). Note therefore that this
is not the area overhead with respect to the whole platform.
In case the whole MPSoC is considered, the overhead of the
obfuscation module is less than 0.8%. Similarly, the power
overhead is 0.9% of the complete platform. Note that this
number is also pessimistic, as it assumes the case where the
protection schemes are always running.

V. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

This paper presented Guard-NoC, a secure NoC resilient
against logical side channel attacks that protects MPSoCs.
The countermeasures are especially desirable for platforms
like servers, where resources are shared among different users.
From our work we conclude the following:

Time-to-market: By embedding the security in the NoC,
designers do not have to change/modify the nodes (IPs) and
only focus on the design of the routers. This facilitates the
integration process, since design companies create complex
MPSoCs by employing several third-party components (IPs).

Security Updates: Security upgrades can be executed and
evaluated more easily as only the routers have to be modified.
For example, in case the system has to be protected against
other threats such as malware, intelligent intrusion detection
systems can be embedded in the routers.

Adaptive Security: During run-time, the system manager
(often an operating system) could set different security poli-
cies for each node. For example, define average blinding
for the non-sensitive processors and mask 14-bits for the
AES processor. Ideally, the performance degradation of the
countermeasures should affect only non-trustable applications.

System Protection: Contrary to previous Networks-on-
Chip security solutions [15, 17], Guard-NoC is capable of
not only protecting the intra-chip communication, but also the
whole computational platform including processors, accelera-
tors and memories.

Crypto-libraries: Guard-NoC has demonstrated that even
a naive software implementation of AES encryption can be
secure. Hence, the system can avoid complex software libraries
for security, such as the ones mentioned in [37]; then saving
performance and memory space.
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